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You Werent In Love With Me
Billy Field

You Werent in Love with Me
Billy Field
Capo 3
Eb                                     G#                Eb
Standing on the outside I dont know where Im going to
       Bb           Cm             G#                     Eb
But I do know just one thing and that is its over with you
                                 G#                 Eb
Ive been very lonely I did not think I could go on
       Bb        Cm             G#                   Eb
I was caught in memories and dreams I should have won
G#                  Eb       G#              Eb
Blind Freddy knew that a blind man could see
Cm                  G#   Cm                      Bb        Eb
I was in love with you but you werent in love with me

Eb                                    G#                      Eb
Suppose Ill have to keep it keep it inside I dont know why
        Bb              Cm              G#                Eb
Well I know that wont change it but baby it helps if I cry
G#                  Eb      G#               Eb
Blind Freddy knew that a blind man could see
Cm                  G#      Cm              Bb        Eb
I was in love with you but you werent in love with me
Eb
It used to be so perfect (so perfect)

It used to be so perfect (so perfect)
   Bb
In loving you (used to be so perfect loving you)
    Eb
It used to be so perfect it used to be so perfect
    Bb
In loving you (used to be so perfect)
           Eb                                   G#                 Eb
So now Im standing on the outside I dont know where im going to
      Bb            Cm              G#                     Eb
But I do know just one thing and that is its over with you
G#                  Eb     G#                Eb
Blind Freddy knew that a blind man could see
Cm                 G#
I was in love with you (in love with you)
     Cm             Bb        Eb
But you werent in love with me
G#                  Eb
Blind Freddy knew that yes he knew it
G#                 Eb



A blind man could see yes he could yes he could
Cm                  G#
I was in love with you (in love with you)
     Cm             Bb         Eb   G#                       Eb
But you werent in love with me (you werent in love with me)
                       G#                        Eb
My babys not in love (you werent in love with me)
                                         G#                     Eb
You werent in love werent in love (you werent in love with me)
                      G#                         Eb
My babys not in love (you werent in love with me)
                                      G#                         Eb
You werent in love werent in love (you werent in love with me)
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